Rhode Island Education

Supporting every Rhode Island student and preparing them with the opportunities and skills they need to be successful in a 21st century economy.

Every Student. Every Voice.

For our schools to be strong and our students to flourish, we support:

* A strong foundation for every child, which must include early literacy, high-quality pre-K, a deep understanding of math, and social and emotional learning
* Access to rigorous curriculum that is aligned to high standards and high expectations
* 21st century learning environments in well-maintained school facilities
* Career pathways for every student that are responsive to their passions and interests, and set them up for success in college, career, and life
* Meaningful professional learning opportunities for educators, so they can better support their students

This is the vision, and Rhode Island must stay the course.

Join us to improve education! Scan the QR code to access important information and resources for your family.

Learn more at www.RIDE.ri.gov

Grades 3-8 Khmer
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